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Abstract In this world, people are encircled with various online social networks
(OSNs) or media platform, various websites and applications. This brings media
contents like texts, audio, and videos in daily basis. People share their current sta-
tus and moments with their belongings to keep in touch by using these tools and
software like Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. The flow of information available
in these social networks attract the cybercriminals who misuse this information to
exploit vulnerabilities for their illicit benefits such as stealing personal information,
advertising some product, attract victims, and infecting user personal system. In
this paper, we proposed a popularity-based method which uses PSO-based feature
selections and machine learning classifiers to analyze the characteristics of different
features for spammer detection in Facebook. Our detection framework result shows
higher rate of detection as compared to other techniques.
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1 Introduction

In day-to-day life of human being, online social network or media become an inte-
gral part for sharing of knowledge, thoughts, and personal communication among
belongings and friends. Social networks like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other
media-related networks are used by teenagers frequently in their work schedule. The
popularity of networks leads to get benefited by posting certain advertising, blogs,
and posts. Leading industries realize the usefulness of OSN sites for brand man-
agement and directly communicating with users for their benefits. Therefore, online
social networks are the origin of user’s personal information and commercial content
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that can be used in many ways. Due to the flooding on content like user information,
photos, blogs, and other relevant information, there is the chance for cyberattack and
it degrades the performance and user experience and provides negative impact at
server-side activities like mining of the data and behavioral analysis of the user. To
provide the security and managing the quality of social interaction is an increasing
challenge.

At present, several malicious contents spread by malicious users and different
threats have been reported [1–4].One of themost vernacular problems in online social
network is social spam bots and spammers. Spammers spread malicious content in
the form of link, hashtag, and fraudulent content among legitimate users. Spam are
propagated by social spammers in the form of advertising, viruses in the form of link,
phishing contents, and form of fake accounts in many pages to attract people. The
spamcontents are spread in autonomous fashion and act likemachine to steal personal
information of the user. Most common category of pages that attract the user to visit
and spread the content by like and share are Government portal, athletic sites, public
figures, TV and shows, artist contents, and various company-related matters. Due
to the above concern, it becomes extremely essential to figure a method/framework
that identifying the different activities of the user in social platform to detect the
spammers and the characteristics. This paper presents an approach which can detect
spammers in social network sites like Facebook and the behavior of account based
on the popularity-based machine learning model.

The rest of the paper contains the following main contributions. In Sect. 2, we
describe the various state-of-the-art techniques for prevention and detection of spam-
mer contents in Facebook. In Sect. 3, we describe the proposed model that detects
the spammer in Facebook by analyzing various posts by the user based on collected
dataset by our crawler.We studied various features’ analysis based onmachine learn-
ing classification techniques and comparative analysis describes in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5,
we conclude our work with future research direction.

2 State-of-the-Art Techniques for Detection and Prevention

Spammer detection in online social network becomes a trending topic in various
fields like industries and academicians. Many methods/frameworks are developed
to identify and trace spammers on Facebook accounts in current trends, including
machine learning-based feature analysis, optimization-based method, and graph-
based analysis. Sometimes various researchers and antivirus development companies
built various algorithms and software to detect spammers in OSN. The different
service providers also inbuilt certain detection technique to control spamming activity
accounts in their end. Facebook reports several behavior of the content that defines
spamming activity in various forms.

• Sending harmful messages in the form of links including malware and phishing
sites.
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• For attention toward specific accounts, use follower or following.
• Sending unwanted messages with @ and # to the users.
• Creating fake account to gain the credentials of the user accounts.
• To grab the attention of the user sending repeated messages.

Sami et al. [5] designed a framework to detect the fake accounts in Facebook by
applying machine learning technique. The framework trained Bayesian classifier to
identify fake accounts by identifying key traits in the user account. Sohrabi et al.
[6] proposed one framework that selects the different features of the profile and
analyzed the content through supervised and unsupervised learning method to detect
spam content in the Facebook platform. The selection of the features are based on
the PSO algorithm to analyze the content in the Facebook and generate the specific
content. Campos et al. [7] proposed an algorithm to classify the account as a human-
made, legitimate robot or a malicious account generated by bot in social network.
The algorithm based on the concept of discrete wavelength transforms to identify
the writing content in the post. They use two different datasets for their analysis
to detect malicious content accounts. Gurumurty et al. [8] proposed a FrAppE tool
using SVM machine learning classifier to detect the malicious content present in
the account. The tool detects the malicious content that is generated from a source
but the source is not the legitimate one. Zhou et al. [9] analyze the spam content
in the social network platform based on the different perspectives like viability of
the account, different sequence of the transaction, and the correlation between the
accounts. The detection rate of spammer in this technique is quite impressive as
comparison to the other techniques. Talukder et al. [10] introduced one the technique
base on the user questionnaires called ‘AbuSniff’ to detect and defense Facebook
accounts against spammers and abusive friends. They impose certain questions based
on the profile activity to detect the account as abuse or not by imposing supervised
learning algorithms. Wang et al. [11] introduced Katz similarity-based unsupervised
method, semi-supervised method and graph embedding method to detect multiple
accounts in OSN. The detection of Facebook accounts content is analyzed in the
form of groups. The malicious activity contents that are present in the account can be
detectedwith the cluster formapproach.Dewan et al. [12] proposed a technique called
Facebook Inspector (FBI) to detect malicious account online. This technique works
on empirical finding upon pre-trained model that captures the difference between
malicious and benign post. Such techniques are efficient to detect the malicious
content and the account which they have seen in the past.

However, none of the techniques classify the different category of post shared
by the user in their time line that content malicious link or post. For efficient detec-
tion of malicious content in Facebook, our method utilizes various features that are
associated with the content. This approach eliminates the dependencies in the post-
similarity. The accuracy of detection of malicious content is more as comparison to
other detection system.
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3 Proposed Method/Model

The overall procedure of our spamdetectionmodel based on the popularity of content
and PSO-based selection of features described in Fig. 1. We first collected different
datasets based on the profile content that shared by the users in Facebook. Then
PSO-based extracted features are processed with the data contents. After that, based
on the selected features, we process the content with the help of supervised learning
to detect the spammer activity. In the following, we introduced our dataset and the
extracted features concept and the targeted result what we are looking for.

3.1 Data Collection

For our experiment, we collected data shown in Table 1 from various profiles based
on the popularity of the contents like job alert, athletes post, public figure, shows
related to TVor stage performances, politician blogs, artistic related contents, various
product advertising, and fresh news-related contents based on the popularity. We

Fig. 1 Proposed model for data collection and feature extraction
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Table 1 Collected dataset based on the category

Category of pages Total number of
profile pages

Mutual likes between
page contents

Average mutual likes
per profile

Politicians blogs 5908 41,729 7

Job alert 14,113 52,310 4

Artist 50,515 819,306 16

New sites 27,917 206,259 7

Product advertising 7057 89,445 12

TV, Shows 3892 17,256 4

Public figures 11,565 67,114 5

Athletes 1386 86,858 62

calculated the popularity index based on Eq. (1).

Popularity Score (PS) = Number of Likes (NLikes)

Number of Followers (NFollowers)
(1)

3.2 Preprocessing and Collected Features

To get the resultant more exact, preprocessing is the steps to modeling the data is an
inevitable part of data analysis. This process helps to find missing place values and
replace those places with some values used in different features and normalized the
content by removing useless attributes in the dataset. After preprocess the generated
content, we selected certain profile based and content based features for observation
and these features are the input parameter of the PSO algorithm. The details of
collected features and their uses describes in Table 2.

We gather other profile related information’s like profile name, profile image,
cover photo, date of join and other relevant information by our crawler. The various
content generated based on the features are provided as input parameter to the PSO
algorithm for better decision making toward selecting best suitable feature for our
operation to detect spammer accounts based on the profile content shown in Table 2.
We also calculated fraction ofmessagewithURLs, replies,messagewith spamwords
etc.

3.3 Feature Selection Based on PSO Algorithm

The feature selection of the proposed system based on the particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) algorithm is described in algorithm 1. PSO is a self-adaptive stochastic
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Table 2 Collected dataset based on the category

Features Description % as compared to features

Spammer Legitimate

Friends The peoples those who are connected with each
other directly and their presence is in the list of
each other consider a friend in the online social
network

Less friends More friends

Following It is a feature by which the user can see the
contents of a profile without being a friend

More Less

Followers If the user allows other users to view their
contents that means the user is your follower.
The user can see the blogs and post shared by
you in their timeline

Less More

Like People put their positive opinion regarding a
post such as image, video, or certain
comments. By this phase, the owner of the
account notices the number of friend visible the
content in their wall post

Less More

Comment It is similar to the feature likes with opinion as
an explanation regarding the content. It is
visible only to the friends of their account not
to others in the network

More Medium

Reply to
comment

Spammer uses this feature to reply a lot to
attract the user toward their content further

More Less

#tag Facilitate toward identifying a specific subject
#tag is used. Spammer uses many number of
hashtag in a single post or comments

Ffbhashtag :
!

N"
i = 1

msghashtagi

#
(1) (No. of

message with one hashtag)

Fhashtagfb :
!

N"
i = 1

hashtagmsgi

#
(2) (No. of

hashtag in each message)

More Less

URLs These are the hyperlinks toward a specific page
in the network by redirecting the users.
Spammer uses the URL feature to spread
malicious content in the network. A message
with URL is the high probability of spreading
malicious content

FfbURL :
!

N"
i = 1

msgURLsi

#
(3) (No. of message

with one URLs) FURLfb :
!

N"
i = 1

URLmsgi

#
(4)

(No. of URL in each message.)

More Less

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Features Description % as compared to features

Spammer Legitimate

Share For sharing the content like photograph, video,
and other advertising content in the network
user uses the share feature in the Facebook to
attract the people toward their accounts

More Less

Messages
with spam
words

The content share in the social network for
communication and content sharing in the form
of text, image, or video is called message. The
spammers always share certain content to
attract the user toward their account. The
spammer always used certain hashtag and URL
associated with that content to redirect the user
to other pages

Ffbspamword :
!

N"
i = 1

msgspamwordi

#
(5) (No. of

spam word in a single message)

More Less

Stories It is the visual information in the form of news
feed

Less More

No. of Group
joined

For content gathering and sharing, people join
different groups on their interest. Spammers
joined more group as compared with legitimate
one for attracting users toward their accounts

More Less

optimization technique based on the idea of simulation modeling for searching of
foods of a swarm of birds. In this process, each particle in the swarm “i” moved
toward the optional point by using addition with a velocity factor with its own value.
The velocity is influenced with various factors like different post, URLs, media
content, number of hashtag, feedback to the comments, etc. The component called
inertial simulates the activity of the features to move toward the same direction used
previously. The features are moved around multidimensional search until find the
solutions. By using the above discussion, the PSO for feature selection is as follows.

V k
i j = w ∗ C1 ∗ r1 ∗

$
(Pbest)k− 1

i j − Xk− 1
i j

%
+ C2 ∗ r2 ∗

$
(Gbest)

k− 1
i − Xk− 1

i j

%
, (2)

where

i = 1, 2, 3, … NAttribute

j = 1, 2, 3, … NParticle

The equation for the position update is

Xk
i j = Xk− 1

i j + V k
i j (3)
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where

i = 1, 2, 3, … NAttribute

j = 1, 2, 3, … NParticle

And,

K Number of iteration count
V k
i j (kth) iteration of attribute (i) of the velocity of particle (j)

Xk
i j (kth) iteration of attribute (i) of the position of particle (j)

W Weight of inertia
C1, C2 Acceleration co efficient
(Pbest)ki j Until iteration (k), attribute (i) of the own best position of particle (j)
(Gbest)

k
i Until iteration (k), attribute (i) of the best particle

NAttribute Attribute (i) of the best particle
NParticle Number of particle present in the swarm
r1, r2 Uniformly generated distributed random number from the range 0 to 1

Based on the error rate, we selected certain features out of all features for our
experimental approach shown in Fig. 2. The selection of the more features leads to
a better result in terms of accuracy and error rate but it leads to decrease the time
and memory in terms of efficiency. Permutation approach is used after selecting
the best suitable features for analysis. The implementation phase uses a random
key and a meta-heuristic approach for selecting features based on the permutation.
Selecting the features having lower error rate leads to better result with less number
of features. We selected twelve numbers of features for our observation to detect
malicious accounts based on the pages collected.

Algorithm 1 The multi-objective PSO-based proposed algorithm for feature selec-
tion [13].

Fig. 2 Feature selection
based on error rate
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data=LoadData();
nx=data.nx;

BestSol=cell(nx,1);
S=cell(nx, 1);
BestCost=zeros(nx,1);

for nf=1:nx
disp(['Selecting ' num2str(nf) '

feature(s) ...']);
results=RunPSO(data,nf);
disp(' ');

Best Sol{nf}=results.BestSol;
S{nf}=BestSol{nf}.Out.S;

BestCost(nf)=BestSol{nf}.Cost;
End

4 Experimental Analysis

The proposed framework detects spammer accounts in Facebook by using our dataset
shown in Table 1. We selected randomly 200 posts from each categories contains
malicious and benign accounts as a total of 1600 profile posts. Out of all the posts,
more than 700 contents are spammer contents as per our analysis by using different
features selected based on the PSO.We did the experiment using Python for selecting
suitable features from all selected features and pass the contents through Weka tool
[14], a machine learning platform for detecting spammer content by using some clas-
sification techniques. For all types of classification, we use tenfold cross-validation
technique to get more suitable result. The result in terms of accuracy is the num-
ber of instances correctly predicted from all instances selected for experiment. The
selected values for predicted result based the error rate and the different parameter
that supported for successful execution.

4.1 Performance of Experiments

The performance reports attained by our framework for detecting spammer contents
on our test set are based on the averages on tenfold cross-validation. It shows the
content generated in the form of advertising and job alerts having higher percentage
of spammer content as comparison to other form of posts. The detection rate gives
the higher accuracy as 99.5% by using JRip classifier. The error detection rate and the
time to build the model for our dataset also described in Tables 3 and 4. Our feature
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Table 4 Error rate and model timing of different classification

Statistics Classifier Random
forest

Radom
tree

Bagging JRip J48 AdaBoost

Kappa statistics 0.9895 0.9895 0.9838 0.9903 0.9862 0.9606

Mean absolute error 0.0095 0.0052 0.0148 0.0072 0.0089 0.0248

Root mean square
error

0.0652 0.0723 0.0791 0.0699 0.0082 0.1269

Relative absolute
error

1.9055 1.0519 2.9704 1.4512 1.7842 4.9952

Root relative square
error

13.08 14.50 15.84 14.02 16.515 25.4524

Model building time
in second

1.08 0.8 0.37 0.33 0.19 0.28

selection model based on the PSO selected only 9 features for the experimental
analysis based on the error rate and popularity of content spread by the user. We
observed that, malicious contents are spread in the network by advertising content
mostly with 20.33%. The percentages of malicious content based on the different
categories are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Machine learning-based detection system
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Fig. 5 Error rate based on classifications

As per experimental analysis, our proposed model gives better result with more
accuracy for classifying the content as spam and non-spam compared to other meth-
ods. The graphical analysis of various classifications’ result is depicted in Figs. 4
and 5.

4.2 Comparative Analysis

To detect spammers in various OSNs, our proposed model gathers and analyzes dif-
ferent posts associated with Facebook content. Our detection model achieves higher
accuracy as compared to other states-of-the-art techniques described in Table 5.
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Table 5 Comparative analysis with existing approaches

S. No Research article Dataset used Accuracy

1. Automatic detection of
cybersecurity-related accounts on
online social networks [6]

424 users information 97.17

2. A feature selection approach to
detect spam in the Facebook social
network [15]

2 Lakh wall post 91.20

3. Our proposed model Different categories of wall posts
(More than 5 Lakh)

99.6

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Nowadays, spammer’s attacks on OSNs are the serious concerns for the users to pro-
tect their content. The specific features of social networking sites and the behavior
of cybercriminals makes attract to classify malicious users. This paper introduced a
spammer detectionmechanism in Facebook by usingmachine learning-basedmodel.
Our research based on feature selection by using PSO algorithm from set of features
and some supervised learning methods. The selected features process through differ-
ent classifiers that give better accuracy in terms of ROC and TP rate. Our detection
system also classifies the percentage of malicious content in each category of post.
The best advantage of our overall research comprises in the step-down of various
features and selected some specific features based on the error rate for detecting spam-
mer activity. Our experimental approach for various model designs takes less time as
compared to other researches. The result shows by using tenfold cross-validation, the
popularity class prediction is more than 99% and the detection rate also. To achieve
the detection rate more precision, PSO algorithm-based feature selection attain a
very good selection rate.
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